
 

Precautions when using insulating glass 
 
Condensation on the outside of the building 
 
Condensation may appear on the outside of the building. Due to the excellent 
performance of the (double or triple) insulating glazing, the pane on the outside cools to 
such an extent that condensation forms on it. This condensation may highlight some 
marks on the surface of the glass that would otherwise be invisible. The marks may have 
been made when handling or cleaning the glass or when using suction pads. The effect is 
temporary and will wear off as the day progresses – it is simply proof of the high degree 
of insulation provided by the glazing.  
 
 
Condensation on the inside of the building 
 
Condensation on the inside surface of the insulating glazing can occur if humidity levels 
indoors are high and/or if the temperature of the inside surface of the glazing is low. In 
normal indoor climatic conditions (i.e. heated buildings with no real sources of humidity), 
this is a relatively rare occurrence when using double or triple glazing.  
 
 
Internal ventilation 
 
Given the high performance of Thermobel Tri, it should only be used in a building where 
the different parameters (such as insulation of all elements, thermal bridges and natural or 
mechanical ventilation) have been studied beforehand with a view to creating a high-
quality structure that generates a pleasant and healthy climate in the building. 
 
 
Aspect/Deformation 
 
Colouring of clear glass 
 
‘Clear’ glass always seems to be slightly coloured during transmission. This is an 
inherent characteristic of its basic composition.   
 
This effect is much more pronounced in thick glass. Slight variations between glasses 
from different ranges are both normal and acceptable.  
 
You may be able to reduce colouring by using the extra-clear glass Planibel Clearvision. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Variations in colour in coloured and/or coated glass  
 
Coloured and/or coated glasses also have their own colouring effects, which are visible 
via transmission or reflection. There may be slight variations in the colouring of the 
coating and the glass due to the manufacturing system.  
 
 
Aspect 
 
We would recommend that you do not place different types of glass or glasses with 
different compositions or thicknesses side by side in the same façade, as there may be 
variations in colour.  
 
 
Anisotropy of heat-treated glass 
 
Heat- treated glass (toughening or heat-strengthening) adds a compression zone to the 
surface of the pane. This causes the glass to become anisotropic. 
 
This means that toughened or heat-strengthened glass may appear to have dark or 
coloured marks on it. The marks will seem more or less visible depending on surrounding 
conditions and the polarisation of the ambient light.  
 
 
Optical deformation 
 
There are three main causes of optical deformation in glazing:  
- Heat treatment (toughening or heat-strengthening): heat treatment distorts the surface of 
the glass. This is part of the process and cannot be avoided.  
- Settings: deformations may occur if the edges of a pane of glass are squeezed too tightly, 
if the glass is placed in the frame unevenly or if the frame is not straight (flat). 
- Variations in the barometric pressure and temperature in the space between two panes 
of insulating glass: the two panes of insulating glass are separated by a vacuum-closed 
space containing dry air or gas. This is sealed in the factory and has the barometric 
pressure and temperature of the manufacturing workshop. Subsequent variations in 
atmospheric conditions (pressure and temperature) may cause the air inside the insulating 
glazing to:    

 expand (lower atmospheric pressure, higher temperature) 
 compress (higher atmospheric pressure, lower temperature).  

The panes of glass will therefore become distorted according to these expansions 
(convex) or compressions (concave). 
 
Optical deformations linked to these factors cannot be avoided. Their appearance may be 
influenced by surrounding conditions and the building’s environment.  
 
 



 

 
Interference 
 
Insulating glass has four light-reflecting sides.  
 
In some lighting conditions, optical phenomena may appear due to the combination of 
reflected rays. These rays cause coloured fringes known as interference fringes to 
materialise on the surface of the glass. This happens because of the flatness of the glass 
surfaces.   
 
Interference fringes move when you apply pressure to the centre of the insulating glazing. 
They should certainly not be seen as a flaw in the glass. 
 
You can significantly reduce the risk of interference fringes appearing by using glasses 
with different thicknesses for the insulating glazing.  
 
 
Iridescence 
 
If glazing remains stored, stacked and exposed to humidity and heat for a long time, the 
surface of the glass may begin to corrode. This corrosion takes the form of a milky white 
bloom or even coloured fringes. It is often irreversible. It is therefore essential that 
glazing is stored properly (in a dry place, using the correct spacers).  
 
 
Thermal shock 
 
The glass may break due to mechanical or thermal factors. Thermal breakage occurs 
because the glass heats up too much. Causes of thermal breakage include excessively 
large shadows projected by nearby objects or air conditioning blowing towards the glass. 
Your glazier can help you to determine the risk level. 
 
 
Marking 
 
Some marking either may or must be put on the glass or spacers used for insulating 
glazing. For example, marking is compulsory for heat-toughened and heat-strengthened 
glass.  
 
 
Certification 
 
Thermobel insulating glazing manufactured by AGC Flat Glass Europe is covered for use 
in traditional buildings by the CE marking for insulating glazing, in accordance with 
standard EN 1279-5. 
 



 

 
Guarantee 
 
Thermobel insulating glazing manufactured by AGC Flat Glass Europe is covered by a 
guarantee. Full details are available on www.yourglass.com under Brands  Thermobel. 
 
 
Recommendations for installation 
 
Please refer to our installation instructions, which are available on www.yourglass.com 
under Brands  Thermobel. 
 
 
STORING THE GLAZING 
 
Storage of glass on stillages must be in a covered, dry and well-ventilated place that is 
protected from the sun and all heat sources (risk of thermal shock).  
Furthermore, the following rules should be respected:  
 The stillages, racks and frames used for storage must have the following 

characteristics:  
 overall angle between 6° (stability of the pack) and 10° (to avoid deformations) 

from vertical; 
 length at least half that of the glazing; 
 same height as the glazing.  

 The feet of the stiles should be covered with shock absorbers, eg made of either felt 
or rubber. 

 The first pane of glass should be placed flat at the back of the stillage and the others 
should be place parallel to it, without sliding. If the dimensions of the panes are 
different, the largest should be placed first.  

 The pressure caused by steel strapping in the packaging should be relieved as quickly 
as possible. If it is necessary to apply new straps, they should be loose (especially for 
use with composed glasses) and kept away from the glass by shock-absorbing 
cushions.   

 
 
 



 

COMMENT: IRIDESCENCE 
 
If water or condensation appears on the surface of the glass and remains there, the basic 
elements of the glass may be extracted. A thin whitish layer will appear on the surface of 
the glass, but this can normally be washed off, unless it has been left there for too long (in 
which case the glass may become unusable).   
 
 


